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Abstract: Legal judgments are generally very long, and relevant information is often scattered
throughout the text. To complete a legal judgment summarization, capturing important, relevant
information comprehensively from a lengthy text is crucial. The existing abstractive-summarization
models based on pre-trained language have restrictions on the length of an input text. Another
concern is that the generated summaries have not been well integrated with the legal judgment’s
technical terms and specific topics. In this paper, we used raw legal judgments as information
of different granularities and proposed a two-stage text-summarization model to handle different
granularities of information. Specifically, we treated the legal judgments as a sequence of sentences
and selected key sentence sets from the full texts as an input corpus for summary generation. In
addition, we extracted keywords related to technical terms and specific topics in the legal texts and
introduced them into the summary-generation model as an attention mechanism. The experimental
results on the CAIL2020 and the LCRD datasets showed that our model achieved an overall 0.19–0.41
improvement in its ROUGE score, as compared to the baseline models. Further analysis also showed
that our method could comprehensively capture essential and relevant information from lengthy
legal texts and generate better legal judgment summaries.

Keywords: legal judgment; text summarization; generative network; attention mechanism
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1. Introduction

In the legal field, previous judgment documents are important references for legal
practitioners to determine the measurements of the penalties and judgment scales. Legal
practitioners must read through hundreds of judgment documents to identify precedents
that conform to a specific case’s characteristics. Therefore, the automatic summarizations
of legal judgments are very important. Saravanan et al. proposed legal-field-specific ap-
proaches to implement automatic summarization for legal judgment documents, to a certain
extent [1,2]. However, the complex textual structure of a legal document is different from
that of an academic paper. An academic paper typically has a conclusion section that sum-
marizes the work, while a legal judgment’s conclusion may be scattered throughout the text.
Figure 1 demonstrates how the key information was scattered throughout a specific case
judgment document. Therefore, extracting key information from a lengthy text is crucial
for the implementation of summarization automation on legal judgment documentation.

To promote this research direction, Erkan et al. employed LexRank to extract the
summary of a judgment document [3]. LexRank is an extractive text summarization
method that treats text summarization as a sentence-ranking task and can handle lengthy
text input. However, the summaries generated by LexRank had sentence redundancies
and incoherence, and LexRank could not fully cover the text. Rush et al. further adopted
an abstract text summarization method [4]. They used the abstractive-summarization
model to combine and arrange words in the lexicon to form generalized new sentences.
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Although their method was flexible and conformed to the generation method of natural
summarization, it had some issues, such as factual bias and textual repetition. Moreover,
abstractive-summarization models usually are unable to handle long texts due to their high
memory requirements.

Figure 1. Example of case judgment. This shows how key information is scattered throughout this
specific case judgment document.

With the development of deep learning, a neural-network-based summarization model
using seq2seq has become a research hotspot. To handle the factual biases and textual
repetition issues, See et al. proposed a pointer-based seq2seq model that solved the
problem of unrecorded words and rare words, to a certain extent [5]. In addition, See et al.
tackled sequence duplication using a coverage mechanism. Although the readability of
the summaries generated by their seq2seq model was better, a large corpus was required
for training. Due to legal restrictions, large volumes of legal judgment documentation
and reference summaries are not freely available. Current legal case datasets have less
than 30k training examples [6], which is one-tenth of academic datasets, such as arXiv and
PubMed [7]. Therefore, unsupervised and self-supervised model-based text summarization
methods are gaining more attention in the legal field.

The pre-trained language model was introduced into legal text summarization as a
self-supervised neural-network-based model. Feijo et al. proposed a pre-training model-
based method [8] called LegalSumm. LegalSumm created different views on the source
text to handle lengthy legal judgments and added a hidden module to determine the
authenticity of candidate summaries, relative to the source text. However, their method
used the RulingBR dataset (which was in Portuguese), where the documentation and
its summaries were much shorter in length than typical legal judgments. The lengthy
legal judgment issue was, therefore, not entirely resolved. In addition, legal judgments
usually contain an abundance of technical terms and keywords related to specific topics [9],
which can be difficult to interpret. Although a pre-trained language summary model can
better integrate the contextual information, its attention mechanism becomes too sparse to
focus on relevant topics when processing a lengthy text. Therefore, integrating keyword
information into the summary-generation model is also challenging.

To tackle with these issues, we used raw legal judgment documentation as information
at different granularities, including the text, the sentences, and the keywords. To shorten the
length of the input text and capture the key information scattered throughout the complete
text, we treated the legal judgment documentation as a sequence of sentences and selected
key sentence sets from the full text as an input corpus for abstractive summarization. At
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the same time, the keyword information, such as technical terms and specific topics, was
extracted from the text as an attention mechanism and introduced into the text-generation
model, so the final summary could better integrate key information.

In this study, we proposed a two-stage summary-generation model to handle different
granularities of information. As shown in Figure 2, our model combined extractive and ab-
stractive summarization. The model’s first stage comprehensively extracted key sentences
from legal judgment texts using extractive summarization. Specifically, we first divided the
judgment documentation into a linear sequence of sentences annotated with [x1, x2, . . . , xn]
and introduced a hierarchical sentence-vector-representation method to realize rapid sen-
tence vectorization. Next, we utilized the BERT+LSTM model to annotate the sequences
of sentence vectors in order to indicate whether the extractive summary model should
contain the corresponding sentences, to realize the extraction of key sentences. The model’s
second stage involved inputting the previously extracted key sentences into the abstractive
summary model to complete the final summary generation. Our abstractive summarization
method was based on the unified pre-trained language model (UNILM) [10], which only
required a specific self-attention mask for the seq2seq text-generation task. In addition,
we adopted a keyword extraction method based on a BiLSTM to extract keywords related
to professional terms and specific topics in the judgment text. Moreover, we introduced
these into the text-generation model as an attention mechanism to better integrate these
keywords into the final generated summary. Furthermore, we introduced a sparse softmax
and copy mechanism into our model to avoid over-fitting and any factual deviation in the
generated summary. To summarize, our contributions were as follows:

• We proposed a two-stage summary-generation model. Our model generated a text
summarization after extracting key information, thereby aggregating the relevant
important information that was scattered throughout lengthy legal judgment texts.

• We introduced keywords related to technical terms and specific topics in legal judg-
ment texts as an attention mechanism for our proposed model, so key information
could be better integrated into the final generated summary.

• We demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed approach through extensive
experiments on datasets comprised of legal judgment documentation.

 LSTM-based extractor

Input
E1

E2

EN

…

CONV

BERT

Keywords extraction

  Key sentences

 Key words
UniLM

BIO-Copy

Outpt

Extractor

LSTM
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Copy-Attention
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Figure 2. Overall framework of our proposed two-stage model. In stage one, we utilized the CONV +
BERT + LSTM model to realize the extraction of key sentences and adopted an extractive method
based on BiLSTM to extract keywords. In stage two, we sent this information to the abstractive
model, which consisted of a UNILM model and an attention mechanism, which then could generate
a summary.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, in Section 2, we introduce the
relevant work and the research status. Then, we introduce the proposed method in detail
and analyze it theoretically in Section 3. We present our experimental design and result
analysis in Section 4. Finally, we summarize the study in Section 5.

2. Related Work

In this section, we provide an overview the recent advances in pre-trained language
models and text summarization.

Pre-training Methods: This was a model based on its predecessors to resolve similar
issues. When solving a problem, researchers typically begin with a model that has been
trained on similar issues, instead of training a new model from scratch. A pre-trained
language model provides a state-of-the-art approach for many NLP tasks and saves con-
siderable time and resources. The existing pre-trained methods generally fall into two
categories: (1) language models, such as GPT [11], which is a sequential generation model
that predicts the next word based on the previous context; and (2) masked language models,
such as BERT [12], RoBERTa [13], and ALBERT [14], which randomly mask some input
words and predict these masked words. Masked language models have the advantage of
being bi-directional, rather than uni-directional, which means that they view a text from
both the left and the right of the token being predicted.

Automatic Text Summarization (ATS): ATS can be divided into two categories: (1) ex-
tractive summarization and (2) abstractive summarization. The extractive summarization
method attempts to create a summary by selecting essential sentences or phrases from
the source documents. Zhang et al. [15] regarded the extraction of a summary as a latent
variable-inference problem. When predicting an output summary, Liu et al. [16] applied
the concept of structured attention to induce multiple dependent tree representations of
documents. Narayan et al. [17] optimized the objective function to extract an importance
statement and form a summary through reinforcement learning. Nallapati et al. [18]
obtained concise sequences by using a recurrent neural network (RNN) as an encoder.

The abstractive summarization approach considers input documents as an interme-
diate representation, from which an output summary is then generated. It generates new
texts, rather than simply selecting and combining sentences from the source document.
Some encoder–decoder methods [4] have generated sentences using the deep-learning
method RNN. Paulus et al. [19] proposed a deep reinforcement-learning model for abstrac-
tive summarization. Narayan et al. [20] proposed a convolutional neural network and
further conditioned it on topic distributions.

In addition, recent studies [21] have focused on summarization via pre-trained lan-
guage models. Zhang et al. and Liu et al. [22,23] first applied BERT to fine-tune text
summarizations. By using BERT’s word-embedding as input, Wang et al. [24] integrated ex-
tractive and generative networks into a unified model. This enabled the model to learn how
to extract and generate information from the input text in an iterative and adaptive approach.

Inspired by the above research, we abandoned the limitations of a single method and
combined extractive summarization with abstractive summarization in this study.

3. Method
3.1. Problem Definition

The problem of a two-stage legal judgment summarization was defined as follows:
Input: The source document of legal judgment.
Stage One: Extract essential sentences and keywords: Firstly, we introduced a hi-

erarchical sentence-vector-representation method to realize rapid sentence vectorization.
Next, we utilized the BERT + LSTM model to annotate a sequence of sentence vectors to
realize the extraction of key sentences. In addition, we adopted an extractive method based
on a BiLSTM to extract keywords related to professional terms and specific topics in the
judgment text.
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Stage Two: Generate summarization: Firstly, we input the previously extracted key
sentences into the abstractive summary model based on a UNILM. Then, we introduced the
previously extracted keywords into the text-generation model as an attention mechanism
to better integrate these keywords into the final generated summary.

Output: The generated legal judgment summary.
Next, we present the proposed model in detail. Particularly, we discuss the extraction

of key sentences and keywords, the abstractive-summarization model, and the relevant
designs of these two components.

3.2. Extractive Model

To identify the most expressive sentences in the full text, we first split both the source
text and the reference summary into sentences. Then, for each sentence in the summary,
we searched for the sentences with the closest meaning in the complete source text.

Specifically, we divided the text into a linear sequence of sentence units marked as
[x1, x2, ..., xn]. Extractive summarization was defined as a sequence-annotation task. It
provided a label yi ∈ {0, 1} to each sentence xi to indicate whether the summary should
include the sentence. In the next step, we converted the original generative corpus into a
sequence-labeled one. An overview of the extractive method is shown in Figure 3. The
extractive-summarization model was a process, rather than a result, and the extracted
results still had to be further optimized by the abstractive-summarization model. The
principle of the extractive-summarization model was to be comprehensive, that is, to cover
all the information required by the final summary.It was worth noting that extractive
summarization methods also organized the extracted text to streamline the data, but these
methods usually have discouraging performance in terms of text coherence. Therefore, we
used the summary-generation approach to polish the summary.

3.2.1. Hierarchical Sentence Representation

We employed a temporal convolutional model [25] to compute the representation
of each individual sentence in the document, so that sentence coding could be realized
quickly and simultaneously. BERT [26] was applied to the convolutional output to further
capture the long-range semantic dependencies among sentences, and it ensured the context
semantics. Moreover, it enabled a strong representation, denoted as hj, for the j-th sentence
in the document to be learned, and therefore, the contexts of all previous and future
sentences were considered in the same document.
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Figure 3. The overview of the extractive model. First, we employed a temporal convolutional model
to compute the representation of each individual sentence in the document. Then, we annotated
the sequence of the sentence vectors to indicate whether the extractive summary should contain the
corresponding sentences, in order to realize the extraction of key sentences.

3.2.2. Sentence Selection

For the purpose of selecting the extracted sentences on the basis of the above sentence
representations, we annotated the sequences of the sentence vectors to indicate whether the
extractive summary model should contain the corresponding sentences, in order to realize
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the extraction of key sentences. Chen et al. [27] further proved that the combination of long
short-term memory(LSTM) with a transformer had unique advantages. In this paper, we
employ an LSTM model to annotate the sequences of the sentence vectors. Furthermore,
LSTM introduced a gating mechanism to remove and add information. Additionally, the
gate determined the information that should be removed or updated through a sigmoid
neural network layer, effectively avoiding the problem of long-term dependence on text
processing. The LSTM had three of these gates, including a forget-gate, an input-gate, and
an output-gate.

After the preceding sentence representations, the sentence-embedding s = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}
was obtained as input for the LSTM. At t-time, we assumed that the current input was st and
the output of the previous moment was ht−1. The first step in the LSTM was to determine
which information from the cell state would be discarded by the forget-gate, as shown below:

ft = sigmoid
(

w f [ht−1, st] + b f

)
(1)

where ft is the forget-gate, and w f and b f are the weight and the bias, respectively, of the
forget-gate.

Subsequently, the input-gate determined what new information we would store in the
cell state. The cell-state-update value was obtained from st and ht−1 through an activation
function of tanh. Furthermore, the process of the calculation was as follows:

it = sigmoid(wi[ht−1, st] + bi) (2)

c̃t = tanh(wc[ht−1, st] + bc) (3)

where it is the input-gate, wi and bi are the weight and the bias, respectively, of the input-
gate, c̃t is the cell state-update value, wc and bc are the weight and the bias, respectively, of
the cell state.

In the next step, we combined the above two expressions to create an update of the
cell state ct.

ct = ft ∗ ct−1 + it ∗ c̃t (4)

The output-gate determined the output information. The current output was ob-
tained by filtering the new cell state through the output-gate; the calculation formula was
the following:

ot = sigmoid(wo[ht−1, st] + bo) (5)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(ct) (6)

where ot is the output-gate, wo and bo are the weight and the bias, respectively, of the
output-gate, and ht is the current output.

Eventually, we adopted a sigmoid function to calculate the final prediction score yt of
the input sentence, aiming to determine whether the extractive summary needed to contain
this sentence, as indicated below:

yt = sigmoid
(

w
′
ht + b

′)
(7)

3.2.3. Keywords Extraction

Legal judgment texts usually contain many keywords related to technical terms and
specific topics, which are difficult to interpret. In order to integrate the keyword information
into the summary, we added a keyword-extraction component to obtain the keywords. At
present, the term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) method [28] has been
widely used to extract keywords. The TF-IDF method indicated that if a word frequently
appeared in an article but rarely in other articles, we could assume that the word was
important. Although TF-IDF was simple and efficient, it measured the importance of words
only by frequency, without considering the word order or semantics. To overcome this
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problem, we introduced a BiLSTM and an attention mechanism because the BiLSTM could
learn contextual semantic information well, and the attention mechanism could identify
the relevant information in the full text. In this study, we used a seq2seq network [29]
to perform keyword-extraction tasks. An overview of the model is shown in Figure 4.
Specifically, the BiLSTM encoded the input sequence [x1, x2, . . . , xn] into a hidden layer
state [h1, h2, . . . , hn], respectively, where xi is the i-th input token and hi represent the i-th
hidden state. Then, the hidden state sequence [h1, h2, . . . , hn] could be updated by the
attention mechanism and introduced to the decoder LSTM to generate an output sequence
[k1, k2, . . . , kn], respectively. The variable kt is the generated keyword at t time, and it is
according to the kt−1 at the t-1 time, the current hidden state ĥt, and the context vector ct,
as shown below:

kt = f (ĥt, kt−1, ct) (8)

In the attention mechanism, the contribution degree of each hidden state ĥi to the prediction
kt was controlled by the attention weight αt.

ĥt = αt ∗ f (h1, h2, . . . , hn) (9)

where αt is obtained according to the correlation between kt−1 and the hidden layer state at
t time.

O3 O2 O1

h1 h2 h3 h4

LSTM

[end] KeyKeyword word

Semantic 
Information

Decoder

Encoder

Attention

Source Text

biLSTM

Figure 4. Keyword-extraction model. We introduced a BiLSTM and an attention mechanism to
perform keyword-extraction tasks.

3.3. Abstractive Model
3.3.1. seq2seq Learning of UNILM

Due to the good performance of the RoBERTa-wwm-ext [30] pre-trained language
model, we chose its parameters to initialize our generation model and used the mask
strategy of the UNILM mask. At the same time, we input the text sequence in the format
of “document + reference summary”. Here, the ”document” was composed of the key
sentences obtained from the model in the first step.

We input data in the format of “[cls] document [sep] reference summary [sep]”,
assuming that the input x = [x1, x2, ..., xn], x was an n-dimensional vector. The model was
composed of multi-layer transformers, assuming that the output of the transformer after
the L layer was expressed as hl , as shown below:

hl = Transformer1

(
hl−1

)
(10)

hl =
[

hL
1 , hL

2 , . . . , hL
n

]
(11)
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In UNILM, the calculation of the attention head Al was similar to that in BERT, except
for introducing the self-attention mask matrix M.

Q = hl−1WQ
l

K = hl−1WK
l

V = hl−1WV
l

(12)

Mij =

{
0 allow to attend
−∞ prevent f rom attending

(13)

Al = Attention(Q, K, V) = softmax

(
QK>√

dk
+ M

)
Vl (14)

where the previous layer’s output hl−1 ∈ R|x|×dh is linearly projected to a triplet of queries,
keys, and values, using parameter matrices WQ

l , WK
l , WV

l ∈ Rdh×dk , respectively, and the
mask matrix M ∈ R|x|×|x| determined whether a pair of tokens could be related to each
other.Different mask matrices M were used to control attention for different contexts. As
shown in (13), tokens in the first sequence (document) could be related to each other, while
tokens in the second sequence (reference summarization) could only be related to the left
tokens. For example, based on a document sequence “x1x2x3” and its reference summary
sequence “x4x5”, the input sequence of the model was “[cls]x1x2x3[sep]x4x5[sep]”. Here,
each token in “[cls]x1x2x3[sep]” could related to each other, but “x4” in “x4x5[sep]” could
only relate to the five tokens on the left.

3.3.2. Generator Network

In order to generate the summary, the model decoder was decoded by a multi-layer
transformer, and the output was connected to a linear classifier (such as the softmax
classifier) to generate the probability distribution of the vocabulary, thereby generating the
summary text. Specifically, we used the “document” sequence instead of the “document
+ reference summary” sequence as the input text. Here, the ”document” was composed
of the key sentences obtained from the first step of the extractive model. Assuming that
the given input was “[cls]x1x2x3[sep]”, we first attached a “[mask]” token at the end of
the sequence.

[cls]x1x2x3[sep][mask] (15)

Then, we adjusted its corresponding attention mask matrix so that the tokens in
“[cls]x1x2x3[sep]” could be related to each other but could not be related to “[mask]”. Further-
more, “[mask]” could be related to all tokens in “[cls]x1x2x3[sep][mask]”. After the sequence
was input into the UNILM model, the representation vectors h[cls],h1,h2,h3,h[sep],h[mask] of
each token were obtained. Then, the representation vector h[mask] made linear changes
and fed them into the sparse softmax function to realize the probability distribution of
the vocabulary:

Pvocab = sparsemax(w
′
(wh[MASK] + b) + b

′
) (16)

where w
′
, w, b

′
, and b are learning parameters.

Since the conventional softmax was prone to over-learning and over-fitting, we chose
the sparse softmax function, sparsemax, to alleviate this problem [31]. The formula was
defined as follows:

sparsemax(z)j =

{ ezi

∑j∈Ωk
ezj , i ∈ Ωk

0 , i /∈ Ωk

(17)

where ΩK represents the subscript set of the first k elements after (z1, z2, . . . , zn) were
arranged from large to small. In other words, when using sparsemax to calculate the
probability, only the probability of the first k elements needed to be retained, and the rest
were directly set to 0.
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We added the generated keyword semantic information vector k as an additional input
for the attention mechanism and modified it, according to (16):

Pvocab = sparsemax(w
′
(wh[MASK] + wkk j + b) + b

′
) (18)

where wk is a learning parameter. By extracting keywords from the legal judgment text, we
could introduce them into the summary-generation model as an attention mechanism in
order to integrate the keyword semantic information into the final generated summary.

3.3.3. Copy Mechanism and Loss function

Copy mechanism: Furthermore, the generation probability Pgen was introduced to
represent the probability of generating words from the vocabulary, and 1−Pgen represented
the probability of generating words from the original text, as shown in Figure 5. The Pgen
was calculated by the sigmoid function, as follows:

Pgen = sigmoid(whH
′
t + wmht−output + wxxt) + b

′′
) (19)

where wh,wm,wx and b
′′

are learning parameters, H
′
t is the context vector, ht−output is the

output of the decoder at time t, and xt is the input of the decoder at the time t. Since Pgen
was obtained, the improved vocabulary probability distribution could be calculated:

P(w) = PgenPvocab(w) +
(
1− pgen

)
∑

i:wi=w
at

i (20)

If w was a word outside the vocabulary, Pvocab(w) = 0 indicated that words could not
be generated from the vocabulary and would need to be copied from the source document.
The expression ∑i:wi=w at

i represented the probability of copying from the source document,
according to the distribution of attention.
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Figure 5. The overall of summary-generation model. Our model was based on a unified pre-training
language model. We introduced keywords into the text-generation model as an attention mechanism.
Furthermore, we introduced sparse softmax and a copy mechanism into our model to avoid over-
fitting and any factual deviation in the generated summary.

Loss function: In order to avoid any duplication of the results when generating
the summary, we added a coverage loss to the original loss in the model. A coverage
vector ct obtained by summing the attention weights of the previous time steps was
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calculated. The attention distribution of the original text at time t was affected by the
previous attention distribution, thus avoiding excessive repeated attention on the same
position and preventing the repetition of the generated results.

ct =
t−1

∑
i=0

ai (21)

covlosst = ∑
i

min
(
at

i , ct
i
)

(22)

where ct
i is the coverage vector at time t, at

i represents the attention weight at time t, and the
final loss of each step was obtained by adding the coverage loss to the original loss function:

losst = − log P(w∗t ) + λ ∑
i

min
(
at

i , ct
i
)

(23)

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we first discuss the datasets used in this paper and the baselines in the
existing text summarization research. Then, we describe the corresponding experiments
on the datasets. Finally, we detail the ablation experiments that verified the effectiveness
of every component.

4.1. Datasets

Two datasets were used in this study for comparison. The first experimental dataset
was sourced from the legal summarization competition, the China Legal Research Cup
CAIL2020 (The CAIL2020 data used to support the findings of this study are available
at https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/weipengfei/sfzy-small (accessed on 26 January
2023)).These data were provided and notated by the Beijing Judicial Big-Data Institute,
including 9848 civil judgments in the first instance. The judgment document was divided
into several sentences in advance, each sentence was annotated with a label of importance,
and the corresponding reference summary was provided. The second was the Legal Case
Reports Dataset (LCRD) [32], which contained Australian legal cases from the Federal
Court of Australia (FCA). There were 4000 judgment texts with corresponding reference
summaries in this dataset. The above two datasets were both long-text summary datasets.
Before summary generation, we pre-processed the texts and reference abstracts in the
datasets, including text de-noising, word segmentation, sentence segmentation, etc.

Due to the uncertainty and randomness of the datasets, splitting the datasets into
training and testing sets only once could lead to a certain degree of bias in the evaluation
results of the model. In order to solve this problem, we adopted a k-fold cross-validation
method and randomly divided the datasets multiple times when training and evaluating
the model. The datasets were divided into different training sets and testing sets each time
to evaluate the stability and generalization abilities of the model. Specifically, we chose
k = 5 and divided the labeled data into five parts, four of which were used to train the
extraction model. For each round of cross-validation, we randomly selected one as the
testing set and the remaining four as the training set. We used the training set to train the
model and then evaluated the model’s performance on the testing set. For each of the five
rounds, we selected a different testing set each time, and then we finally took the average
of the five performance indicators as the model’s performance index.

4.2. Implementation Details
4.2.1. Justification for the Applied Techniques

In this study, we applied various techniques to develop legal judgment summarization
models, and we justified each technique in terms of its applicability to the corresponding
task. First, we used a pre-trained language model based on the transformer architecture,
which has shown promising results in various natural-language-processing tasks. Using

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/weipengfei/sfzy-small
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the transformer in legal judgment summarization was justified because it could capture
the domain-specific language and the structures of legal texts, which could be challenging
for other general language models. Second, we adopted a two-stage summary-generation
method. Our model extracted key sentences using an extractive method and then fed
them into an abstractive model to generate text summaries. This technique was reasonable
because it could effectively solve issues concerning lengthy texts and scattered important
information. Third, we introduced technical terms and topic-specific keywords from legal
judgment texts as an attention mechanism in the summarization model. It was reasonable
because the attention mechanism provided the model with domain-specific knowledge to
improve model performance on summarization tasks.

In summary, we carefully chose the techniques for our model of legal judgment
summarization. Transformer architecture, two-stage summarization methods, and attention
mechanisms were justified based on their contributions towards improving the performance
and quality of the generated summaries.

4.2.2. Parameter Setting

The UNILM model was constructed by using the bert4keras8 toolkit [33]. The number
of transformer layers of the UNILM was set at 12, the hidden vector dimension was set at
768, num_training_steps was set at 10,000, and the epochs were set at 55. The learning rate
of the Adam optimizer was 3× 10−5, and the linear decay function of the learning rate was
used to ensure the learning rate decayed linearly, from the first step to the last step, at 50%
of the initial learning rate. In the decoding stage, we used a beam search to generate the
text summaries, and the beam size was set at 5.

4.3. Baselines

We compared the performance of our model with three types of text-summarization
models: an extractive model, an abstractive model, and a two-stage model. We chose these
methods as the baselines because they have been commonly used for text summarization.
All comparison models are described in detail, as follows.

• Lead-3: This model is an extractive summarization that selects the document’s first
three sentences as the text summary.

• TextRank: This model was proposed by Mihalcea et al. [34]. It uses the PageRank
algorithm to determine significant sentences and then rank and reorganize them.

• SummaRuNNer: This model was proposed by Nallapati et al. [18]. It uses a recurrent
neural network to capture the final subset of the source document.

• Pointer-Generator: This model was proposed by See et al. [5]. Using a pointer mecha-
nism, it copies the words directly from the source document into the generated text.

• BERTSumABs: This model was proposed by Liu and Lapata et al. [23]. It learns the general
language representation through pre-training and uses it for text summary generation.

• KESG: This model proposes a two-stage task and uses keyword extraction for text
summarization to achieve the best performance [29].

4.4. Metrics

ROUGE (recall-oriented understudy for gisting evaluation) [35] was a set of metrics
for evaluating automatic summarization and machine translation. In general, ROUGE
evaluated a summary based on the co-occurrence of information in n-grams in the sum-
mary and was an evaluation method for n-gram recall. ROUGE-N was an n-gram recall,
computed as follows:

ROUGE− N =

∑
s∈re f

∑
gramn∈S

Countmatch(gramn)

∑
s∈re f

∑
gramn∈S

Count(gramn)
(24)
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The denominator is the number of n-grams in the artificial summary (that is, the
standard summary), and the numerator is the number of n-grams that co-occur (coincide)
between the artificial summary and the machine-generated automatic summary. ROUGE
was very similar to the definition of recall metrics. We chose ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and
ROUGE-L (the indicator following “ROUGE” expressed the longest common sub-sequence
between the two text units) as metrics in this paper.

4.5. Results

In this subsection, we describe the series of experiments conducted to investigate the
performance of our proposed model.The details are presented in Table 1, which shows the
automatic evaluation results of our model and the comparison models on the datasets. The
first three models in the table are the comparison baselines of the extractive-summarization
models. The following two are the comparison baselines of the abstractive-summarization
models. KESG [29] is the state-of-the-art Chinese two-stage text-summarization model; the
last is our model. Based on our results, we could draw several general conclusions:

• The extractive method did not exhibit good performance on the legal dataset because
the legal documents had complex text structures and the relevant elements had been
scattered throughout the text. Furthermore, while the abstractive model performed
better than the extractive model, it required a very long time to train.

• As compared to the traditional model, the performance of the model based on pre-
training was better under different evaluation criteria, indicating that the pre-trained
language model could capture key information and summarize texts effectively.

• As compared to the extractive and abstractive summarization models, the two-stage
model had a higher score in the ROUGE index. This suggested that the two-stage sum-
marization model could fully use the advantages of the above two models, prioritized
the key information of the source text, and improved the accuracy and readability of
the generated text.

• Our framework achieved the best performance, as compared to all the baselines. Our
method realized a 0.19–0.41 improvement over the best results on the two datasets.

Table 1. Comparison results on two datasets. We compared the performance of our model with three
types of text-summarization models.

Model
CAIL2020 LCRD

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

Lead-3 18.48 5.06 11.94 17.36 5.13 10.58
TestRank 20.57 5.15 13.53 20.24 5.62 13.06

SummaRuNNer 22.55 6.25 15.64 21.57 6.19 14.83

Pointer-Generator 38.37 21.09 30.26 37.59 20.14 29.56
BERTSumABs 43.23 26.94 35.15 42.02 26.07 34.56

KESG 43.51 26.91 35.21 42.86 26.10 34.63

Our Model 43.76 27.11 35.62 43.15 26.32 34.95

In summary, the experiments verified the superiority of our approach for text summariza-
tion. However, the distinctive effect of each individual mechanism had to be further clarified.
To this end, we conducted ablation experiments, as described in the next subsection.

4.6. Ablation Experiments

To prove the validity of each component, we removed certain modules from the
framework separately and observed the performance. As discussed, our framework had
two components (the extractive model and the abstractive model). We listed the baselines
and compared their performance, as follows:
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• Our-EM: This variant removed the extractive summarization component and used
only keyword extraction.

• Our-RWE: This variant did not use the parameters of RoBERTa-wwm-ext to initialize
our generation model and, instead, used the parameters of the basic BERT to initialize
the model.

• Our-SS: This variant removed the sparse softmax function and used the traditional
softmax function.

• Our-KE: This variant removed the keyword-extraction method.
• Our-CM: This variant removed the copy mechanism.

The performance of all ablation variants is displayed in Table 2, which revealed that
all our proposed components achieved continuous progress in terms of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-
2, and ROUGE-L. At the same time, the results showed that the integrated framework
significantly outperformed all the alternative ablative variants on all three metrics. This
verified the effectiveness of our complete framework. Specifically, we had the following
findings based on the results of the ablation experiments:

• The extractive component had important significance in our summarization task and
provided significant improvement for our model. It extracted the key sentences that
were most relevant to the reference summary from the original text and provided
complete contextual text information for the generation model.

• The sparse softmax component improved our model by 1–2%. Since our model used a
pre-trained model, the application of the sparse softmax prevented over-fitting and
enhanced the interpretability.

• Although the keyword extraction component had little impact on the improvement of
our model, it introduced the keyword information, such as technical terms and specific
topics in the legal judgment text, into the summary-generation model. Moreover, our
model did not significantly regress if the keyword extraction was ablated.

• The copy mechanism improved our model by 0.5–1%. Although the improved score
was not very high, it ensured the fidelity between the summary and the original text
and mitigated professional errors. Therefore, it was quite necessary for practical use.

Table 2. Results of ablation experiments on two datasets. We removed specific modules from the
framework separately and compared the performance.

Model
CAIL2020 LCRD

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

Our-EX 40.52 23.95 32.27 40.23 23.54 32.68
Our-RWE 41.03 24.88 33.26 42.36 25.93 34.23

Our-SS 43.03 26.65 35.04 42.76 26.15 34.78
Our-KE 43.66 27.05 35.53 43.06 26.28 34.81
Our-CM 43.36 26.98 35.34 42.93 26.01 34.62

Our Model 43.76 27.11 35.62 43.15 26.32 34.95

Through the ablation experiments, we found that some methods improved the model
significantly while others contributed only minor improvements to the model’s performance.

In general, our integrated model achieved the best performance, as compared to all
the baselines, indicating that our model integrated these components well.

4.7. Impact of Hyper-Parameters

In this subsection, we investigate how different hyper-parameters affected the pro-
posed framework. Figure 6 shows the results when we selected the hyper-parameter k = 10
of sparse softmax, as this model obtained the best performance on the CAIL2020 and LCRD
datasets. At the same time, Figure 7 shows that the number of keywords that also had an
impact on the final performance. For the CAIL2020 dataset, the model performed best when
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the number of keywords was 15. For the LCRD dataset, when the number of keywords
was between 15 and 20, the model achieved the best performance.
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Figure 6. Experimental results for k sparse softmax.
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Figure 7. Experimental results for the number of keywords.

4.8. Uncertainty Analysis

This research aimed to develop a legal judgment summary model to summarize a
given legal judgment’s critical points effectively. Although our model achieved encouraging
results on several evaluation indicators, several uncertainties had to be considered: Firstly,
the uncertainty of the training data. Although we used a large corpus of legal judgments to
train our model, the representativeness and relevance of these judgments could vary, and
they may not have fully covered the range of data required for legal judgment summaries,
which could also have affected the performance of our model. Secondly, the uncertainty
associated with the model. For different types of legal judgments, our model may not
have been able to capture all the nuances of legal judgments effectively or could have been
biased towards certain types of legal judgments.

To reduce these uncertainties in future research, we plan to explore the quality and
relevance of datasets further and evaluate the effectiveness of training with more diverse
and representative datasets. In addition, we plan to explore alternative modeling ap-
proaches that could better capture the nuances of legal judgments and evaluate the impact
of different modeling choices on summarization performance.

4.9. Complexity Analysis

The proposed legal judgment summarization model was based on the advanced
transformer architecture proven effective for natural-language-processing tasks. However,
such architectures are relatively complex and require significant computing resources to be
trained and used effectively. We analyzed the primary sources of model complexity: first,
the size of the model. Our model had to learn a large number of parameters during training,
which could lead to long training times and high memory requirements. To address this
complexity, we explored the use of computationally efficient techniques in our model,
such as using sparse attention or pruning techniques to reduce the number of parameters.
The second source of model complexity was the vast number of different legal domains.
The model had to be trained on large amounts of labeled data to perform well, but not
all of the data pertained to all legal judgment documents. Therefore, the model required
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extensive hyper-parameter tuning for different legal domains. To address this, we plan to
explore techniques such as transfer learning. Third, the complexity of model evaluation
was another source of model complexity. Our model required massive computing resources
to train, and evaluating its performance on large datasets was time-consuming. To address
this complexity, we plan to explore more efficient evaluation techniques.

In conclusion, while our legal judgment summarization model showed promising
results, its complexity posed challenges for practical deployment. By exploring methods
such as model compression, transfer learning, and optimized evaluation, we aim to reduce
this complexity and enable more efficient and effective legal judgment summarization in
the future.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a two-stage legal judgment summarization model that was
used to comprehensively capture important and relevant information from lengthy legal
texts. We treated legal judgments as a sequence of sentences and selected key sentence sets
from the full texts as the input corpus for the abstraction summarization. We extracted
keywords related to professional terms and specific topics in the judgment texts and
introduced them into the summary-generation model as an attention mechanism so that
these keywords could be integrated into the final generated summary. We confirmed the
validity of our model on a variety of datasets and conducted a comprehensive evaluation
to demonstrate the importance of each component of the presented model.
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